Show Notes

In this episode Program Specialists Tamera Miller and Lesley Hinojosa tell us all about the Makerspace at the Arlington Public Library. If you are a crafty maker listen in! Tamera and Lesley discuss exciting programs coming up in the spring including Kit week that will take place during spring break as well as two exciting Laser Cutting demonstrations!

Check out our calendar and Sign up for our makerspace Classes:

https://arlingtonlibrary.evanced.info/signup

Check Out These Makerspace Reads:

Explore makerspace! : with 25 great projects / Alicia Klepeis ; illustrated by Matt Aucoin

A collection of hands-on projects introduces basic engineering concepts through activities organized under such headings as "Very Cool Vehicles," "Making Music" and "Amazing Art."

Simultaneous. - (Baker & Taylor)

Modern quilting : 25 step-by-step projects for cool and contemporary patchwork and quilts / Michael Caputo

Follow Michael Caputo's tutorials for every skill level to make gorgeous quilts and patchwork with 25 modern designs in an array of colorful fabrics.

3D printing techniques and processes / Michael Degnan